Carbon Trading: Unethical, Unjust
and Ineffective?
SIMON CANEY a AND CAMERON HEPBURN b *

Cap-and-trade systems for greenhouse gas emissions are an important
part of the climate change policies of the EU, Japan, New Zealand,
among others, as well as China (soon) and Australia (potentially).
However, concerns have been raised on a variety of ethical grounds
about the use of markets to reduce emissions. For example, some
people worry that emissions trading allows the wealthy to evade
their responsibilities. Others are concerned that it puts a price on
the natural environment. Concerns have also been raised about the
distributional justice of emissions trading. Finally, some commentators have questioned the actual effectiveness of emissions trading in
reducing emissions. This paper considers these three categories of objections – ethics, justice and effectiveness – through the lens of moral
philosophy and economics. It is concluded that only the objections
based on distributional justice can be sustained. This points to
reform of the carbon market system, rather than its elimination.
1. Introduction
The design of climate-change policy involves underappreciated
ethical dimensions. Greenhouse gas emissions might be reduced by
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several main approaches, each of which raise different considerations
of ethics and justice. For instance, governments might provide information about the science and economics of climate change, price
greenhouse gas emissions through a ‘carbon tax’, subsidise clean
technology, establish a ‘cap-and-trade scheme’ in which a limit is
placed on total emissions which declines over time (e.g. as per
notions of ‘contraction and convergence’), and/or implement
‘command-and-control’ regulation requiring firms and individuals
to take certain action, such using specific cleaner technologies.
These approaches have various levels of effectiveness (that is, of successfully reducing emissions) and of efficiency (in terms of reducing
emissions at least cost). They also have distributional implications (in
that there will inevitably be losers and winners). Implementing
climate-change policies is also likely to, and indeed will need to,
change our relationship with the natural environment.
This paper focuses on cap-and-trade systems, which are argued by
some to be a vital component of the attempt to prevent ‘dangerous
anthropogenic forcing’1 and dangerous temperature increases.2
Indeed, greenhouse gas emissions trading was provided for by
Article 17 of the Kyoto Protocol.3 Many environmentalists support
a cap-and-trade system because it is the only policy that places an
absolute limit on the level of emissions. This allows emissions to
fall over time consistent with the notion of ‘contraction and convergence’, for instance.4 Other policies such as carbon taxes might,
with luck, achieve the same effect of controlling and reducing emissions, but they do not provide the level of guarantee provided by a
cap-and-trade system. Unless emissions are reduced, moreover,
business-as-usual economic activity will increase the concentrations
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, leading to temperature increases of perhaps four degrees Celsius by the end of the century,
and serious risks of dangerous changes in precipitation and climate.
Several cap-and-trade systems for greenhouse gases have been
implemented around the world. The most notable is the EU
1
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC): 1992, Article 2, text available at http://www.unfccc.int.
2
We focus on carbon dioxide emissions given their sheer volume and
contribution to climate change but we should note, of course, that carbon
dioxide is not the only greenhouse gas.
3
Cameron Hepburn, ‘Carbon trading: a review of the Kyoto mechanisms’, Annual Review of Environment and Resources, 32 (2007), 375–393.
4
Aubrey Meyer, ‘Contraction and Convergence: The global solution to
climate change’ Schumacher Briefing 5, 2000, Foxhole, UK: Green Books Ltd.
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Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), which came into effect on 1
January 2005 and is now in its second phase (2008–2012).5 Other
countries are establishing emissions trading, and some countries
such as Australia are engaging in vigorous debates about the merits
of emissions trading schemes compared with other approaches. The
USA passed legislation in the House of Representatives which
would cap emissions, with the cap reducing to 80% below 2005
levels by 2050, but passage of the legislation through the Senate
was blocked. China has recently announced it will pilot carbon
trading in five provinces and eight large cities in the coming years.6
Long before the implementation of cap-and-trade systems for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, there were other kinds of environmental trading schemes. Perhaps the best known is the trading
scheme for sulphur dioxide (SO2) in the USA under Title IV of
the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act, which has successfully
reduced acid rain at low cost.7
As cap-and-trade systems to limit carbon dioxide pollution have actually been implemented, so too have criticisms emerged. The most aggressive criticisms of cap-and-trade emerge from climate-change
sceptics, who would prefer to see no government response to climate
change, and who consider cap-and-trade the most likely policy to
succeed in passing through the relevant legislatures. More sober criticisms include arguments that emissions trading is inherently ethically
objectionable. For instance, Michael Sandel argued that:
turning pollution into a commodity to be bought and sold
removes the moral stigma that is properly associated with
it…[and] may undermine the sense of shared responsibility
that increased global cooperation requires.8
The merit of such criticisms can depend upon the specific form of
emissions trading under consideration. Trading within a cap-andtrade system could occur between countries (e.g. as occurs under
5

For an overview of the EU ETS see the special issue of Climate Policy,
vol.6 no.1 (2006).
6
Global Times, ‘Five provinces, eight cities selected for gas-emission
cut off’, 11 August 2010. http://business.globaltimes.cn/china-economy/
2010-08/562368.html
7
Robert N Stavins, ‘What Can We Learn from the Grand Policy
Experiment? Lessons from SO2 Allowance Trading’ Journal of Economic
Perspectives 12:3 (1998), 69–88.
8
Michael Sandel ‘Should we Buy the Right to Pollute?’ in Public
Philosophy: Essays on Morality in Politics (Cambridge: Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 2005), 94 & 95.
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the Kyoto Protocol), between firms (e.g. as occurs in the EU ETS),
or potentially even between individuals. The implications for the
sense of shared responsibility vary in each case. Furthermore,
policy choices about the allocation of tradable allowances, whether
given away to regulated entities for free or else sold, affect the
justice of an emissions trading scheme.
This paper examines various ethical and moral objections to emissions trading. We examine these considerations in relation to a
simple emissions trading scheme (ETS), rather than with respect to
‘add-on’ policies like carbon offsetting. While carbon offsets are
beyond the ambit of this paper, we simply note here that offsets have
two important moral virtues, – namely minimising waste and
transferring climate finance to poorer countries to help them reduce
emissions – but they also face challenges of ‘asymmetric information’
which opens the way to potential gaming and fraud. By considering
its moral virtues, Section 2 examines why emissions trading might
be thought to be a suitable policy response to climate change.
Section 3 reviews and elaborates on a general taxonomy of ethical
reasons for caution in the use of markets, engaging with the literature
on the moral limits to markets. Section 4 employs this taxonomy to
assess the view that carbon trading is unethical. Section 5 examines
the notion that carbon trading may lead to unjust outcomes, and
section 6 reviews arguments that carbon trading has not so far been effective at reducing emissions. Policy implications are suggested in the
conclusion (section 7).
2. The moral virtues of cap-and-trade
2.1 Ensuring environmental protection
Cap-and-trade systems for pollution control can guarantee that pollution will be limited to the quantity specified by the ‘cap’, if it is suitably enforced.9 The pollution cap is reduced from one period (often
several years) to the next, thereby reducing total emissions over time.
In the EU, for instance, the cap in the 2008–2012 period was set so
that emissions would be reduced by 5% compared with 1990 levels,
and the cap for the next period (2012–2020) has been set to reduce
9

Enforcement requires independently verified measurements of emissions (with sensors or flowmeters) or independent calculations of those
emissions based on the measured output produced and its emissions intensity, coupled with spot checks by verification agencies.
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emissions by at least 20% compared with 1990 levels, although the
EU commission is currently contemplating tightening the cap to a
30% reduction by 2020, a position which has the support of the
United Kingdom, France and Germany, among others.
In this way, cap-and-trade systems provide policymakers and environmentalists with the certainty that a given emissions target will
be met. Other policies, such as carbon taxes, subsidies or specific
regulations, can make good progress towards reducing emissions,
provided they are designed and enforced appropriately, but do not
provide the same confidence as cap-and-trade systems. Cap-andtrade systems, like taxes, also provide a price signal. When the total
level of emissions (and thus permits allocated) is fixed below
business-as-usual levels, the permits become ‘scarce’ and trade with
a positive price. Regulated entities can trade permits amongst themselves, establishing a ‘carbon price’. This price fluctuates with time,
providing information about whether it is cheaper for companies to
reduce emissions internally, or whether it is cheaper to purchase allowances from another firm which has reduced its emissions below
its allocation.
2.2 Minimising waste
Cap-and-trade schemes therefore ensure that the cheapest short-run
sources of abatement are undertaken first, because firms have an incentive to reduce their emissions whenever they can do this for less
than the market price. There will be many different ways firms can
economise on their emissions. The market price ensures that firms
are rewarded if they do make reductions and penalised if they
don’t. Just as the ‘cap’ supports environmental integrity, the ‘trade’
supports minimum cost. This is true too of carbon taxes, which provides a similar economic incentive for firms to seek out abatement opportunities in a manner which minimises waste.
In contrast, government will rarely know where the cheapest
sources of abatement are to be found, because opportunities to
reduce emissions are often at the operational level of individual
firms. Even if government had access to data on individual operational decisions (which it generally does not), it would be a
mammoth task to attempt to specify the ‘optimal’ actions for each
firm. If government does attempt to do this, it will doubtless make
mistakes. If it doesn’t, and instead applies a uniform regulatory standard, this is likely to be wasteful, because one firm can often comply
more cheaply than another.
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To take an example, suppose that firm A and B are both required to
reduce emissions by 1 million tonnes of CO2. If firm A can reduce
emissions for £10/tonne, while for Firm B it costs £20/tonne,
then £10 million is wasted if trade between Firm A and Firm B is prevented. These wasted funds might have been used to develop new
low-carbon technologies and products, increased staff wages, been
passed onto shareholders or simply given to charity. Trade creates
these benefits by minimising waste.
2.3 Maintaining liberty
A final moral virtue of economic instruments, including both carbon
trading and taxes, is that these policies allow regulated entities
(whether countries, firms or individuals) the liberty to reduce their
emissions using the methods they see fit. In the (relatively unlikely)
event that government actually knew more cost-effective ways to
reduce emissions than individuals, there would still be value in allowing individuals to make their own choices, and indeed to make (and
learn from) their own mistakes. Regulatory approaches which stipulate the specific actions to be taken deny people this liberty and
deny them the creativity to arrive at different and original ways of
cutting back on emissions or other ways which, even if they are
more expensive, may be preferred by the individuals concerned.
There is a further benefit from allowing this liberty. If environmental groups take the view that the cap is not tight enough, they
can purchase allowances and then retire them, thus preventing
firms from using them to pollute. In this way, non-governmental
organisations can voluntarily choose to tighten the cap. Indeed, in
the EU ETS this is precisely what occurs, and there are various
non-profit and indeed for-profit organisations that offer individuals
the opportunity to force companies to reduce emissions by more
than the government limits.
3. A general taxonomy
We have seen that moral virtues attach to carbon trading. This is one
of the reasons why legislatures around the world have introduced
such systems as a means of controlling emissions. Yet there are
important moral arguments against emissions trading, and in order
to give a comprehensive account of such arguments, we present in
this section a taxonomy of the kinds of reasons that one might have
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for thinking that certain goods or services should not be traded. In
section 4, we draw on this taxonomy to examine several different arguments against emissions trading. By doing so we hope to provide as
systematic an account as possible of the different reasons one might
have for rejecting emissions trading.
Our taxonomy draws on an account developed by Judith Andre in
her instructive analysis of Michael Walzer’s well known but rather
unsystematic discussion of goods that should not be transferred for
money.10 Andre seeks to provide a more rigorous categorisation of
the different kinds of reasons that can be given for thinking that
certain burdens or benefits should not be bought and sold.11
Drawing on her work, we distinguish between five types of case
where trading a benefit or a burden is morally problematic.
First, there are goods which ‘by their nature cannot be owned’.12
Well-known examples might include love, friendship, respect and
admiration.
Second, there are some things that it is possible to own but which
we think it would be wrong to own.13 Again there are well-known
examples. It is possible to own human beings but, of course, we
now think that this is an indefensible practice, as this fails to
respect the dignity and moral standing we attach to other human
beings.
A third case where a trade in goods or services is problematic arises
when it is impossible to alienate a good or a responsibility.14 First,
consider goods. There are goods which a person can possess but
which he or she conceptually cannot transfer to others. An example
would be an honour (such as the Nobel prize).15 This honour
belongs to the person awarded it and she cannot bestow it on
someone else. It is not possible to alienate it. The same can be said
of academic qualifications. People can only acquire these in a
certain kind of way. For example, they must have been admitted
onto the course in question, complied with the regulations, and
passed the relevant examinations. The pedigree matters and this
10
Michael Walzer Spheres of Justice: A Defence of Pluralism and
Equality (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983), 100–103.
11
Judith Andre ‘Blocked Exchanges: A Taxonomy’ in Pluralism,
Justice, and Equality (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995) edited by
David Miller and Michael Walzer, 171–196.
12
Andre ‘Blocked Exchanges’, 175: cf 175–176.
13
Ibid., 176: cf 176–178.
14
Ibid., 178–179.
15
Ibid., 179.
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entails that it is not possible simply to transfer the good to others.
Consider now responsibilities: there are some responsibilities which
only the original duty bearer can honour and which it is not possible
for others to honour. For a clear example of this kind of responsibility, suppose that a spouse has a duty of sexual fidelity to their partner.
In such a case, this is a responsibility that they alone can honour.
Compliance with that duty requires that particular person to personally discharge the duty. They cannot outsource that obligation to
others in some way (though others can, of course, assist them in
their performance of the duty).
In addition to the first three categories, there are also cases where it
is possible to alienate a good or a responsibility but we might think
that it is wrong to alienate such a benefit or a burden to other
people.16 Again we can distinguish between two cases here. The
first is when someone alienates a responsibility to someone else but
we think it is wrong for him or to do so. Machiavelli, for example,
argued that it would be wrong for citizens to delegate the responsibility to protect their state or fight their wars to others, notably mercenaries. In his view, citizens should defend the state themselves.17
Another example would be someone who seeks to alienate a civic responsibility (like doing jury service) to someone else. One might
think that this is their job: they should do it and should not pass it
on to others. We shall refer to these as ‘non-delegable duties’.
These are duties one can alienate but should not. A second kind of
case involves alienating a ‘benefit’. To take one example, some like
John Stuart Mill, hold that people should not be allowed to alienate
their own liberty.18 They have inalienable rights. Another case is
voting rights. It is widely held that it is wrong to transfer this
benefit to others.19
Let us turn finally to a fifth category. This fifth type of argument
maintains that certain goods (or responsibilities) should not be alienated for money.20 It does not object to someone exchanging a
good or service but it does object to someone exchanging it for
Andre ‘Blocked Exchanges’, 179–180.
Machiavelli The Discourses (Middlesex: Penguin, [1531] 1970) edited
with an introduction by Bernard Crick, Book 1, Discourse 43, 218.
18
John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (Middlesex: Penguin, (1859) 1974, 173.
19
The case of voting rights has an extra complication for one might
think that although it is a benefit to the citizen it also comes with a duty
too (for example, to cast it in the public interest) and that this duty in part
explains why it should not be transferred.
20
Andre ‘Blocked Exchanges’, 180–187.
16
17
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financial gain. Consider, for example, prostitution. Some, for
example, would argue that whilst there is nothing wrong with
having sex per se, and indeed sex as part of a loving relationship is normally considered to be good, it would be wrong to exchange sexual
favours for money. Some argue along similar lines against commercial surrogate motherhood.
We can sum up the preceding discussion with the following table.21
Table 1:
benefits
Type
1
2
3

Arguments against trading certain burdens and
Description

Goods which cannot be owned
Goods which should not be owned
Goods and responsibilities that cannot be
alienated
Goods and responsibilities that should not
be alienated
Goods and responsibilities that should not
be alienated for money

4
5

Illustrative Examples
Love, friendship
Persons
Honours
Civic responsibilities,
votes
Sex

4. Five ethical arguments against emissions trading
Having presented this taxonomy of the kinds of objections one might
make to trading in general, we now turn to examine the case against
trading allowances to emit greenhouse gases.22 Not all of the categories outlined in the previous section lend themselves to a critique
of emissions trading. In particular, we set aside the first and third
type of argument. There do not seem to be any reasons why one
cannot own an emissions allowance (so the first kind of argument
21

This table captures, we hope, the logical possibilities but it obviously
does not describe all the kinds of issues that might arise under the various
headings. For excellent discussion of the kinds of issues that arise and the
relevant normative consideration see Debra Satz, Why Some Things
Should Not Be for Sale: The Moral Limits of Markets (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2010).
22
For an excellent discussion of arguments against markets in permits
‘to pollute’ see Robert Goodin ‘Selling Environmental Indulgences’, Kyklos
47:4 (1994), 573–596. For a contrary view and response see Wilfred
Beckerman and Joanna Pasek ‘The Morality of Market Mechanisms to
Control Pollution’, World Economy 4:3 (2003), 191–207.
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does not apply) and one can easily transfer this good to others (so the
third kind of argument does not apply).
We shall therefore focus on arguments 2, 4 and 5. More precisely,
we shall consider one type 2 argument, two type 4 arguments, and
two type 5 arguments.
Before beginning the normative analysis it is worth distinguishing
between two separate questions. The first question is whether it is
permissible for states and other political institutions to set up emissions trading schemes. Let us call this the institutional question. The
second question is whether it is ethically appropriate for individuals
to buy or sell emissions permits. Let us call this the individual question. These two questions are importantly different. One might, for
example, argue that it is appropriate for the state to allow this kind
of trading even if one thinks that such trading is immoral. On a
liberal conception of the role of the state, the duty of the state is to
treat people justly and respect their rights. This can include granting
persons rights to do things which one believes to be immoral. For
example, one might think – at the institutional level – that persons
should be allowed to sell sexual services for money and yet also
think – at the individual level – that persons ought not do so.
Our concern is primarily with the first type of question. The arguments from environmental outcomes, waste minimization and liberty
give us prima facie reasons to endorse such a scheme. Our view is
quite compatible with the view that persons are under a moral obligation to reduce their emissions, not to use energy wastefully and
unnecessarily and, more generally to adopt an ethic of frugality of
the sort advanced by David Wiggins in his paper.23 Let us now consider five anti-market arguments to see whether the reasons in favour
of emissions trading can be outweighed.
Argument A: Owning what should not be owned
One argument that might be made against emissions trading is that it
involves owning a kind of good that, while it is possible to own it,
should not be owned.24 Emissions trading assumes that humans
have property rights in the natural world. It might be argued that
this is undesirable. The natural world (or perhaps, more plausibly,
particular features of the natural world like the Earth’s atmosphere)
should not be treated as people’s private property. Anti-commodification arguments are familiar, and in many cases, have force. For
Wiggins ‘A Reasonable Frugality’ this volume.
For this line of reasoning see also Goodin ‘Selling Environmental
Indulgences’, 578–579.
23
24
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example, as noted above, we surely think that humans should not be
owned. However, these types of arguments are unpersuasive in the
context of emissions trading.
One central problem with the argument is that emissions trading
does not rely on the assumption that persons own the atmosphere.25
Emissions trading involves a right to use up some natural resource but
a ‘use right’ is not the same as a ‘property right’.26 An example might
bring out the point. Consider someone who purchases a permit to
camp on a certain plot of land. He or she does not, thereby, gain a
private property right in the land. Rather they have a ‘use right’ – a
right to use that piece of land for a fixed period of time. Emissions
permits can be understood in a similar way. They entail a right to
use, for a period of time, a certain proportion of the absorptive
capacity of the atmosphere. After some time (maybe several
hundred years in the case of greenhouse gases) the impact of the
emission of greenhouse gases, like the impact of the camper, will
effectively disappear.
Further evidence for the claim that emissions trading does not
assume that persons own the atmosphere can be found once we
note that emissions trading is quite compatible with the idea of stewardship. It is often said that humanity should act as ‘stewards’ or
‘trustees’ of the natural world rather than as private owners of it.27
The concept of stewardship or trusteeship (we use the two interchangeably) might be said to include three components. First,
those who are trustees of some particular designated natural resources
may have a right to use that resource (use rights). Second, however,
25
For further discussion see Caney ‘Markets, Morality and Climate
Change: What, if anything, is Wrong with Emissions Trading?’, New
Political Economy 15:2 (2010), 204–205. See also Caney ‘Justice, Morality
and Carbon Trading’, Ragion Pratica 32 (2009) for a discussion of this
and other anti-market arguments.
26
Hermann E. Ott and Wolfgang Sachs ‘The Ethics of International
Emissions Trading’ in Ethics, Equity and International Negotiations on
Climate Change (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2002) edited by Luiz
Pinguelli-Rosa and Mohan Munasinghe, 171.
27
For example, Brian Barry writes that ‘those alive at any time are custodians rather than owners of the planet, and ought to pass it on in at least no
worse shape than they found it in’, ‘Justice Between Generations’ in Liberty
and Justice: Essays in Political Theory Volume 2 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991),
258. For discussion of the concepts of ‘stewardship’ and ‘trusteeship’ see
Robin Attfield Environmental Ethics (Cambridge: Polity, 2003) chapter 2
and Attfield The Ethics of the Global Environment (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1999), chapter 3.
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those who hold the natural resources in trust are not entitled to
destroy the natural resources (no right to destroy). As Tony Honoré
notes in his seminal analysis of ownership,28 the right to destroy is
one of the key eleven ‘incidents’ of private property, so this second
feature distinguishes trusteeship from ownership. A third, and
related, component can best be explicated by using a distinction
coined by John Passmore in his seminal Man’s Responsibility for
Nature. Passmore distinguishes between ‘conservation’, which he
defines as ‘the saving of natural resources for later consumption’,29
and ‘preservation’, which he defines as ‘the attempt to maintain in
their present condition such areas of the earth’s surface as do not
yet bear the obvious marks of man’s handiwork and to protect from
the risk of extinction those species of living beings which man has
not yet destroyed’.30 Utilising this distinction one might say that a
third aspect of stewardship includes duties to conserve and/or preserve certain resources and features of the natural world for those
who follow them (duty to conserve or preserve).
Now emissions trading is compatible with this ideal. Someone committed to the ideal of stewardship may think that we are stewards of
Earth’s climate and, therefore, may not destroy it and indeed must conserve or preserve it for future generations (thereby complying with the
second and third features of ‘stewardship’). However, she may also
quite consistently think that, within limits specified by the duty not
to destroy, humans and non-human animals may use the absorptive
capacity of the atmosphere (thereby conforming to the first feature of
stewardship). This requires setting a budget specifying a safe level of
emissions. With this in mind the proponent of a stewardship approach
must then consider what policy instruments – including carbon taxes or
emissions markets or regulations – would best protect this atmosphere.
She might then quite consistently propose an emissions trading scheme
for those permissible emissions. Emissions trading is, thus, not reliant
on the private ownership of Earth’s atmosphere and is fully compatible
with a commitment to global stewardship.
Before we turn to consider a second argument against emissions
trading we should, however, note an objection that might be levelled
against our response to the first argument.31 A critic might reply that
Tony Honoré ‘Ownership’ in Making Law Bind: Essays Legal and
Philosophical (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 161–192 at 170.
29
John Passmore Man’s Responsibility for Nature: Ecological Problems
and Western Traditions (London: Duckworth, 1974), 73.
30
Passmore Man’s Responsibility for Nature, 101.
31
We are grateful to Luc Bovens for raising this objection.
28
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though we are correct that emissions trading does not require the
‘ownership rights’ over the natural world, our appeal to ‘use rights’
over the natural world is not sufficient to exonerate emissions
trading, for use rights can be morally problematic too. Consider,
for example, a form of slavery in which persons do not have full ownership relations over others (and so may not destroy them) but they
can ‘use’ those others as they see fit and without their consent.
Suppose, for example, that they can (i) require them to work for no
pay and control what they do and when they do it, and that they
can (ii) sell or lend these persons to others for their use. (Let us
term this slavery*.) Consider, similarly, a system of marriage in
which men have ‘use rights’ over their wives (and so may have sex
with their wives without their consent), and may (like Michael
Henchard in Thomas Hardy’s The Mayor of Casterbridge) sell their
wife at an auction, but may not destroy them (and so strictly speaking
does not own them in Honoré’s sense). (Let us term this marriage*.)
It follows from these examples that a system of ‘use rights’ can be
deeply morally unacceptable too.32
In reply: we agree that some kinds of use right are morally indefensible. Clearly slavery* and marriage* are objectionable. Two points,
however, can be made. First, the problem with both of these institutions is that the ‘use rights’ involved in both slavery* and marriage*
directly violate the fundamental and basic rights that all persons have
over themselves. This explains why these kinds of use rights are
morally unacceptable. By contrast, we see no reason to think that
the natural world possesses an analogous right that would preclude
human beings from having use rights over it. To challenge our position the critic would have to provide an argument that establishes
both (i) that Nature can be a right-holder, and, moreover, (ii) that
the rights that it possesses disallow persons from using it in anyway
whatsoever without its consent (whatever that would mean). This
seems to us a tall order and we are unaware of any argument that
could establish this. Second, not only do we lack any reason to
deny humans some use rights over the natural world, we also have
positive reason to ascribe such use rights to persons. To withhold
from persons any use rights over the natural world (unlike denying
people use rights over other human beings without the latter’s
consent) would have catastrophic effects. It would deny people the
32

Note, incidentally, that this argument does not object solely or even
primarily to the ‘trading’ of permits. Rather its concern seems to be with a
system which distributes ‘rights to use the atmosphere’ whether or not they
are tradeable.
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land they need to live on, food to eat, water to drink, energy for heat
and so on. It is, in effect, to call for the end of human life on earth.
We, of course, place a limit on how much persons can use the
natural world but see no reason to withhold from them any
use rights at all, and plenty of reason to affirm such restricted use
rights (including use rights over the atmosphere).
Argument B: Alienating responsibilities that one should perform oneself
Having considered a type 2 argument, and having argued that type 1
and type 3 arguments do not apply to the trading of permits to emit
greenhouse gases, let us consider a type 4 argument. These, recall,
maintain that certain goods (such as one’s liberty or voting rights)
and certain responsibilities (such as one’s civic responsibilities)
should not be alienated.
This kind of argument has been applied in a number of different ways
to emissions trading. One common variant of this approach argues that
creating a system with emissions trading is objectionable because it
allows people to alienate responsibilities that it is inappropriate for
them to alienate. This argument – what might be termed the
Collective Sacrifice Argument – appeals to what we earlier termed
‘non-delegable duties’. If we focus on the distribution of emissions
within a state, the claim is that each citizen should ‘do their bit’ and
should not delegate their tasks to others. They themselves should constrain their own emissions and not pay for someone else to lower their
emissions. At the international level, this argument would hold that
each state should shoulder ‘its’ burden and that high-emitting countries
should not pay others to discharge ‘their’ duty.33
Note that this argument does not claim that those who purchase
permits to emit greenhouse gases are not making a sacrifice. Clearly
33
Michael Sandel has given this kind of argument. See ‘Should we Buy
the Right to Pollute?’, 95. Sandel’s argument against emissions trading is a
part of a more general civic republican concern about the role of markets and
the way they encroach into many domains in human life. See Michael J.
Sandel Justice: What’s the Right Thing to do? (London: Penguin Books,
2009), 84–91 and his discussion of ‘republican citizenship’ in Sandel
‘What Money Can’t Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets’, The Tanner
Lectures on Human Values delivered at Brasenose College, Oxford, May 11
and 12, 1998, 107ff. This is available at: http://www.tannerlectures.utah.
edu/lectures/documents/sandel00.pdf (last accessed on 8 September
2010). See also his first Reith Lecture (‘Markets and Morals’) at http://
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00kt7rg (last accessed on 8 September
2010).
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they are. The complaint is that they are not making the right kind of
sacrifice. Paying a financial burden is not the way to discharge one’s
duty. One must discharge one’s duty by keeping one’s emissions
within a pre-specified limit.
The idea of a shared sacrifice is a powerful one. However, this argument only has force against certain kinds of systems of emissions
trading.34 For example, if the government were to allocate permits
to individuals and require them to control their own emissions as a
matter of public duty, it would then be problematic to allow some
people to pay to be exempted from this particular sacrifice. This
would be akin to having a system of national military service and
then allowing some to pay for others to substitute for them in discharging their public duty. However, it is crucial to note that emissions
trading schemes do not necessarily have this character. An emissions
trading scheme which allocates permits to firms, who either reduce
their emissions or trade with other firms who have done so, can
protect the environment without creating an individual civic responsibility to reduce emissions. Emissions trading need not involve the
creation of civic duties, only to then allow individuals to escape
their own duty by paying a sum of money. They can instead be a
system which does not directly ascribe responsibilities to reduce
emissions to its citizens, but which nevertheless achieves the collective environmental objective.
At this point a proponent of the Collective Sacrifice Argument may,
of course, reply that we ought to address the challenge of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions by creating a system of civic responsibilities. They might argue that we should adopt the same kind of
approach that is normally adopted during in wartime – one in
which there is rationing and a ban on trading. However, it is far
from clear why this is the best way to deal with emissions reductions.
In very many cases we allocate responsibilities to the state rather than
to each individual citizen. For example, we often require government
to remove household waste (rather than call for a system in which
everyone takes their own waste to the rubbish tip) and we expect governments to provide an army to defend us (rather than have a military
force entirely constituted by compulsory national service) and we
then pay for the state to perform these tasks. Furthermore, in other
cases, we might rely on other individuals to perform various tasks
(e.g. look after our children). We discharge our responsibilities by
paying the money that is required, rather than personally performing
For further discussion see Caney ‘Markets, Morality and Climate
Change’, 208.
34
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those responsibilities. But if we accept that kind of reasoning in these
other cases, why should we insist that the task of emissions reduction
must not be done in this kind of way? As Jeremy Waldron writes,
‘[w]artime conscription – together perhaps with jury service – is virtually the only example of the state’s discharging its functions by exacting service rather than money from its citizens. Since the dawn of
the modern era, states have relied for the most part on cash rather than
in-kind contributions.’35
At this point one final point might be made: a proponent of the
Collective Sacrifice Argument might argue that our analysis of the
Collective Sacrifice Argument overlooks an important distinction
between two kinds of case.36 They might reason as follows.
Consider, first, a case where, say, two agents (A and B) are emitting
greenhouse gases and it is much more expensive for A to reduce emissions than B. In such a case it seems reasonable to allow A to perform
her duty by paying B to reduce emissions on A’s behalf. Consider,
however, a case where A and B both have exactly the same costs of reducing emissions. Suppose, however, that A does not feel like reducing her emissions and so would like to pay B instead. This, it
might be argued, brings out the moral appeal of the Collective
Sacrifice Argument. When applied to emissions trading, the
thought might be that it is acceptable for a rich western country to
pay China to reduce its emissions more cheaply by switching to
more efficient technologies already in use in the west, but that it
would be wrong for a rich western country, because it can’t really
be bothered, to pay the Chinese to reduce emissions by, for instance,
not using a technology that westerners still continue to use.
Two points can be made in reply. First, it is not clear why it would
be wrong for countries to express different attitudes to the way in
which they bear their burden of reducing emissions, provided that
all countries do indeed bear this burden. To give an analogy: consider
two neighbours. Why would it be wrong for one to pay the other for
the use of the other’s front drive if the other consents to it and thinks
the sum is a reasonable one? One neighbour no longer has the use of
Jeremy Waldron, ‘Money and Complex Equality’ in Pluralism,
Justice, and Equality (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995) edited by
David Miller and Michael Walzer, 152. Waldron’s statement may overstate
the exceptional nature of in-kind contributions. The challenge, nonetheless,
remains: we need an argument for the claim that we must discharge our
environmental duty in an in-kind form when there are other possibilities.
36
We are grateful to Luc Bovens for raising the objection presented in
this paragraph and the example we use to illustrate it.
35
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their front drive, and perhaps would find this inconvenient, but by
foregoing the use of one resource (the front drive) but they simultaneously gain the use of another one (the money) in its stead.
Second, it is arguable that this kind of argument, and, moreover,
the ‘West v China’ example given above, gains whatever intuitive
appeal it has because it invokes separate extraneous factors –
namely the respective wealth of the contracting parties and the fairness of the distribution of emission permits. That is, it might seem
problematic for the wealthy to pay the poor to forego a good that
the wealthy continue to enjoy. It is noticeable, for example, that the
example that Sandel employs to illustrate the Collective Sacrifice
Argument involves a rich family (‘[t]he family in the mansion on
the hill’) paying its poorer neighbours to do some work for them.37
This, however, cannot give us reason to reject emissions trading
tout court. Rather it draws our attention rather to ensuring that
there is a fair distribution of resources, including a fair share of emissions permits (an issue we discuss below in section 5).
Argument C: Emissions trading and the vulnerable
Consider now a third argument. Like the preceding argument it
maintains that emissions trading involves alienating what should
not be alienated (a type 4 argument). However, unlike the previous
argument it focuses not on the person buying extra permits but on
those who sell the permits. It maintains that to create a system in
which permits to emit greenhouse gases were traded would allow
trades which are disadvantageous to the most vulnerable and, as
such, should not be allowed.
One can distinguish between two versions of this argument, what
might be called the Paternalist Argument and the Unreliable Trustees
Argument. The Paternalist Argument maintains that allowing persons
to trade emissions may be undesirable because people will make poor
judgements about their own interests and so they should be protected
from themselves.38 This argument is hard to sustain. Though there
37
Sandel ‘Should we Buy the Right to Pollute’, 95. See also Goodin’s
discussion of the related, but distinct, argument that it is wrong to have a
scheme that allows ‘some but not all’ to be exempt from some burden or
to enjoy some benefit, ‘Selling Environmental Indulgences’, 584–585.
How objectionable we find such schemes will depend heavily on whether
the allocation of the scarce good is fair.
38
James Tobin defends restrictions on trade for this reason: ‘On
Limiting the Domain of Inequality’, Journal of Law and Economics, 13:2
(1970), 266.
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may be cases where a degree of paternalism is justified, it is not at all
clear why: (a) we should assume that adults will make dire choices
about their energy needs, and (b) even if they do it is not at all clear
why the value of self-determination would be outweighed here.
Furthermore, (c) the argument has no force against emissions
trading between companies, as in the EU ETS. For paternalism to
be justified there must be a case for protecting an actor (in this
case, a company) from its own decisions. This can be plausible – in
restrictive conditions – when that actor has an independent moral
value and when protecting their well-being is of great importance
and when they are likely to make errors in judgement. However, companies – unlike persons – do not have fundamental moral status; their
importance stems from their contribution to consumers, owners,
shareholders and employees. It is thus hard to see why we should
prevent a company from making poor decisions about how many
emissions permits to purchase or sell.39
A more plausible argument is what we have termed the Unreliable
Trustees Argument. This argument runs as follows: there are cases
where it is either impossible or undesirable to allocate permits to
emit greenhouse gases to certain groups of people, and we therefore
have reason to create trustees to care for their interests. However,
these trustees are sometimes unreliable (either because they are not
motivated to care for those in their trust or because they are sometimes incompetent). Given this, rather than distribute money to
these unreliable trustees to care for those in their charge (which
they might spend inappropriately) there is a case for placing limits
on how the trustees can use the resources allocated to them.
It may be helpful to give some concrete illustrations of this kind of
reasoning. One example is provided by James Tobin who makes an
Unreliable Trustees Argument when he defends allocating educational
vouchers (rather than money) to parents.40 This is a form of non-tradable good; it can only be used for one purpose and cannot be sold for
profit. The case for vouchers is that these are the best way to ensure
that children receive the goods we want them to receive. Now
someone may argue on similar grounds that emissions trading may
be morally problematic in cases where one has to use trustees, but
cannot be sufficiently confident that they will use any permits allocated to them for the benefit of their charges. Henry Shue appears
to endorse this kind of reasoning and argues that states should not
39

We are grateful to Luc Bovens for pressing us on this point.
James Tobin ‘On Limiting the Domain of Inequality’, 271. He
makes the same point in a discussion of food vouchers (268).
40
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be allowed to sell all of their emission rights because that would risk
harming their citizens. Some emissions, he claims, should be regarded as ‘inalienable’.41
Note, however, that Shue does not claim that this rules out all
emissions trading.42 At most, it would entail that emissions trading
be impermissible where that would jeopardise vital energy and
other needs. It thus does not give us any reason to condemn an emissions trading scheme in the European community or within states
that one can assume will take a responsible approach to the emissions
needs of their own population. It comes into play only in countries
which distribute the emission rights (or the proceeds of selling emissions rights) in such an egregiously unjust way that interfering with
sovereignty is unwarranted.43 Thus it might, for example, apply in
a regime that withholds emissions necessary for a decent standard
of living from its citizens.44
See Henry Shue ‘Subsistence Emissions and Luxury Emissions’,
Law and Policy 15:1 (1993), 58, and Shue ‘Climate’ in A Companion to
Environmental Philosophy (Oxford: Blackwell, 2001) edited by Dale
Jamieson, 455–456. This kind of argument is also endorsed by Hyams ‘A
Just Response to Climate Change: Personal Carbon Allowances and the
Normal-Functioning Approach’, Journal of Social Philosophy 40:2 (2009),
244. See also 243–244 for further discussion where Hyams discusses what
we term the Paternalism and the Unreliable Trustee Arguments. Hyams
appears to think that Shue’s claims are a paternalistic claim about whether
to prevent individuals from selling their own emission rights. Shue,
however, is not discussing individual carbon permits and rejecting them
for being paternalistic. His point rather is about the dangers of letting
states sell all ‘their’ emissions permits, thereby jeopardising the needs of
their citizens. See also Shue ‘Equity and Social Considerations related to
Climate Change’, Papers presented at the IPCC Working Group III
Workshop on Equity and Social Considerations Related to Climate
Change, Nairobi, Kenya 18–22 July (1994) especially 389.
42
Shue ‘Subsistence Emissions and Luxury Emissions’, 58 and
‘Climate’, 455.
43
On the moral limits of state sovereignty see Simon Caney Justice
Beyond Borders: A Global Political Theory (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2005), chapter 5.
44
What about states that do not deny their subjects the emissions
needed for a decent standard of living but which nonetheless distribute
them unjustly? This raises a number of complex issues that we cannot
hope to resolve here. Much depends on factors such as (i) whether emissions
trading with this unjust state improves or worsens the condition of the unjustly treated within that state at all, (ii) whether withholding trade incentivises the unjust government to engage in reform or whether, by contrast,
41
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Argument D: Putting a price on the natural world?
Having considered two type-4 arguments, let us turn now to a type-5
argument. Some may object to emissions trading on the grounds that
it puts a price on carbon dioxide emissions. They may argue that what
is objectionable about emissions trading is not that it allows people to
alienate their responsibilities or exchange benefits, but rather that
emissions trading puts a monetary value on carbon dioxide (and
other greenhouse gases). This, they may object, is an inappropriate
attitude to take to the natural world, because its value simply
cannot be captured in monetary terms.
A defender of emissions trading can, however, reply that emissions
trading does not necessarily involve any expression of the value of the
natural world. One might, for example, quite consistently adhere to
both of the following tenets:
(a)
(b)

the natural world is of intrinsic value and its value cannot be
captured by monetary estimates, and
the most efficacious way of protecting the natural world involves setting strict limits on the extent to which humans
emit greenhouse gases and then allocating the remaining legitimate emissions through the operation of an emissions trading
scheme.

To hold that market mechanisms are an effective way of protecting
the natural world does not entail anything about why the natural
world has value. Emissions trading here is simply a means to an
end and is not in any way a statement about why the natural world
has value.45
This point might be put in another way: it is often said (and we
endorse the claim) that political actors should ‘put a price on
carbon’. Cap-and-Trade schemes are obviously one way (though
not the only one) of putting a price on carbon. It is, however, crucially
important to be clear on what this does and does not entail. On the
one hand it clearly entails that to emit a certain quantity of greenhouse
gases will cost a certain amount of money and hence these emissions
permits have a price tag. However, putting a price on (a) emissions

engaging in trade is a more effective way of encouraging improvements, and
(iii) how much weight we accord to self-determination as compared with securing an internally just distributions. See, further, Caney Justice Beyond
Borders, chapter 5 and 7.
45
For further discussion see Caney ‘Markets, Morality and Climate
Change’, 206.
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permits does not entail putting a price on (b) the protection of the
earth’s atmosphere. Emissions trading schemes, thus, put a price
on the use of a certain amount of the absorptive capacity of the atmosphere; they do not thereby put a price on the maintenance of a climate
that is hospitable to human and non-human life. To give an analogy
one might think that some ancient ruins are of great intrinsic value
and therefore must be protected. And one might think that the best
and fairest way of achieving this is to regulate access to these vulnerable ruins and to charge people if they wish to visit them. In doing so
the scheme will put a price on ‘visiting the ruins’. But by doing so it
does not thereby put a price on ‘the protection of the ruins’. The same
is true of emissions trading schemes. To put a price on one thing (the
right to use the atmosphere) is not to put a price on another thing (the
preservation of our climate system).
Argument E: Does emissions trading convert what ought to be
a fine into a fee?
Let us turn now to a fifth argument against emissions trading. Like
the preceding argument, this argument also makes a type 5 objection.
It runs as follows: emissions trading grants people permission to
pollute so long as they pay a financial fee but, so the argument
runs, this is profoundly mistaken. Emitting greenhouse gases is a
wrong that should be fined: it is not something that one should be
allowed to do if one pays a fee. The core idea is nicely captured by
Sandel in a short critique of emissions trading. Sandel writes:
The distinction between a fine and a fee for despoiling the
environment is not one we should give up too easily. Suppose
there were a $100 fine for throwing a beer can into the Grand
Canyon, and a wealthy hiker decided to pay $100 for the convenience. Would there be nothing wrong in his treating the fine as if
it were simply an expensive dumping charge?46
Sandel’s answer is ‘no’. It would be wrong in this case to treat the
‘fine’ as if it were a ‘fee’. Similarly it would be wrong for an able
bodied person to park in a disabled car parking space with a view
simply to paying the ensuing fine and treating the latter as a reasonable price to pay for the privilege.47 Sandel then applies this kind of
thinking to greenhouse gas emissions.48 Persons should restrict
Sandel ‘Should we Buy the Right to Pollute?’, 94.
Ibid., 95.
48
Ibid., 94–95. See also Goodin ‘Selling Environmental Indulgences’,
581–583.
46
47
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themselves to a fixed quota and for any of them to exceed their individual quota is a crime that should be punished with a fine, not an
option which they can pay for (as would be the case with a fee). Let
us term this the Fines/Fee Argument.49
Sandel’s argument is, however, unpersuasive. It applies to cases
where an individual act brings about a wrong (as it does in the
hiker case and the car parking case), but it does not apply to cases
where a wrong is only caused by a large number of individual
actions when they hit a certain threshold. Sandel’s claim that it
would be wrong for the hiker to treat the $100 as a fee rather than a
fine is plausible. But one cannot move from this example to conclude
that emissions trading is similarly inappropriate. If one individual
throws a single beer can, then she despoils the environment.
However, if one individual purchases allowances so that she can
emit more than her quota (however that is defined) then that in
itself does not necessarily constitute a wrong if others, in line with
the terms of the transaction, emit correspondingly less than their
quota. A system of fees is not necessarily inappropriate.50 Allowing
people to exchange emissions permits for money is not therefore a
case of wrongfully alienating responsibilities for money.
In sum, none of the five ethical arguments against climate change
are seen to be compelling. First, emissions trading does not rely upon
the private ownership of Earth’s atmosphere and is compatible with a
commitment to global stewardship. Second, the Collective Sacrifice
Argument is unpersuasive because trading between firms and/or
states can protect the environmental without creating civic duties;
environmental goals and stewardship can be achieved by allocating
the responsibility to states, rather than to individual citizens. The
Paternalistic Argument is not applicable to emissions trading
between firms, and there is no particular reason to think it would
be persuasive even if trading took place between individuals.
Third, the Unreliable Trustees Argument might entail that emissions
trading be impermissible with corrupt states where this might jeopardize vital energy and other needs. However, it is not an argument
against emissions trading per se and does not rule out emissions
trading such as the EU ETS or systems in other well-governed
49

For an interesting study of how people may treat what are intended as
fines as if they were fees see Uri Gneezy and Aldo Rustichini’s well-known
paper ‘A Fine is a Price’, Journal of Legal Studies 29:1 (2000), 1–17.
50
On this point see Caney ‘Justice, Morality and Carbon Trading’, 210.
This point is also made by Hyams ‘A Just Response to Climate Change’,
243.
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countries. Fourth, while emissions trading puts a price on carbon
dioxide emissions, this is not an expression of the value of the
natural environment. Fifth, Sandels’ Fines/Fee Argument is unpersuasive because each individual tonne of carbon dioxide emitted
does not constitute a moral wrong — it is the aggregate damage
that is problematic. An emissions trading or a system of taxes is
able to prevent this damage, without the need to criminalise the
activity of emitting and impose a system of fines.
5. The (distributive) justice of emissions trading
Section 4 considered the five strongest arguments for the claim that it
would be intrinsically objectionable to create a system of emissions
trading, and found them to be relatively weak. However, even if there
is nothing intrinsically unethical about trading emissions permits,
this does not necessarily imply that emissions trading will lead to just
outcomes. In this section, we consider the impacts of emissions
trading on distributive justice and the distribution of wealth. In focussing on this issue we are not assuming that distributive justice is the only
relevant consideration in determining whether a policy is just. It is,
however, an important consideration and it is the focus of this section.
We start from the assumption that, other things being equal, a
more equal distribution of wealth is preferable to a less equal distribution. In general, market systems have a tendency at best to perpetuate existing distributions of wealth, and at worst to exacerbate
wealth differences between rich and poor. Market economies
involve greater uncertainty than planned economies, and the skilled
and the fortunate are the beneficiaries, while the unskilled and the
unlucky tend to suffer bad outcomes. While market economies tend
to generate aggregate wealth and promote liberty, they can and do
lead to highly unequal outcomes.
As with markets generally, environmental markets should not
necessarily be expected to promote distributive justice or reduce inequality. Other things being equal, one might therefore expect the
move to emissions trading to generate more unequal outcomes.
However, the distributional consequences of an individual ETS are
a function of the specific rules for allocating permits. Indeed, there
is no reason in principle for an ETS to lead to more unequal distribution of wealth. It will depend on how the scheme is designed.
The key point is this: whatever account of distributive justice one
favours, the ETS can be designed to deliver a just outcome, either
by specifying the allocation of permits in line with this favoured
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principle or by auctioning the permits and then distributing the revenues in line with this favoured principle.
In practice, two considerations will determine whether an ETS
exacerbates or reduces inequality: first, the impact of increasing the
cost of emitting pollution on different segments of the population
and second, the transfers of wealth involved in the sale or free allocation of emissions allowances.
Controlling pollution directly or indirectly leads to an increase in
the cost of pollution so that individuals and firms produce less of
it. The evidence available strongly suggests that controlling carbon
dioxide emissions is regressive, which is to say that the impacts are
worse for low-income households (as a proportion of their income)
than high-income households. This effect can be neutralised or reversed if the policy (whether emissions trading or taxes or otherwise)
raises government revenue which is recycled to compensate poorer
households.51 In Australia, for instance, the Garnaut Review notes
that roughly 10 per cent of income is spent on transport fuel, gas
and electricity by low-income households, while high-income households spend only 5 per cent on these goods.52 Pricing pollution thus
hits poorer people relatively harder. Further, poorer households
often rent, rather than own, their accommodation, which further constrains their ability to respond by adopting low-emissions substitutes,
such as insulation, efficient space heating, hot water systems and
cooking appliances. Similar effects are found in other countries.
For emissions trading to avoid regressive impacts, allowances must
be sold to firms with a portion of the revenues directed to provide
compensation to poorer households. This compensation could be a
On the regressivity of carbon taxes, see James M. Poterba ‘Tax Policy
to Combat Global Warming: On Designing a Carbon Tax’ in Rudiger
Dornbusch and James M. Poterba (eds.) Global Warming: Economic
Policy Responses. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1991 and Gilbert E.
Metcalf, ‘A Distributional Analysis of Green Tax Reforms’, National Tax
Journal 52 (1999), 665–681. But for the opposite conclusion see Thomas
Sterner, ‘Fuel taxes: An important instrument for climate policy’, Energy
Policy 35 (2007), 3194–3202. On the distributional consequences of
command and control policies, see Leonard P. Gianessi, Henry M. Peskin
and Edward N. Wolff ‘The Distributional Effects of Uniform Air
Pollution Policy in the United States’, Quarterly Journal of Economics, 93
(1979), 281–301 and David H. Robison, ‘Who Pays for Industrial
Pollution Abatement?’ Review of Economics and Statistics 67 (1985),
702–706.
52
Ross Garnaut, The Garnaut Climate Change Review, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2008, ch. 16.
51
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function of the costs required to adjust to a low-carbon economy, or
could simply be given to low-income households through the tax
system.
In addition to the fact that pollution control increases the price of
pollution, a second consideration is that pollution policies transfer
wealth from some individuals to other individuals, depending upon
the particular policy and how it is implemented. For instance,
carbon taxes on industrial firms normally transfer wealth from their
shareholders back to the government. Carbon taxes need not have a
regressive effect, provided the government doesn’t give the funds
back to the same firms, or earmark the funds for particular pet programmes (which often occurs in practice for political reasons). If
funds are used to reform and reduce the burden of taxation on the
poor, the impact of carbon taxes could be progressive. Similarly, auctioned permits under a cap-and-trade scheme transfer wealth from
firms to governments, and again provided these funds are used sensibly, the effect need not be regressive and could be progressive.
However, for the most part – for the political reasons discussed
above – governments have not auctioned off permits or used tax revenues for progressive reforms of the tax system. Rather, as in the EU
ETS, the vast majority of ‘European allowances’, or EUAs, have been
given to firms for free, rather than auctioned.53 This has created
windfall profits for firms, because (a) the emissions trading scheme
creates a price which increases marginal costs of all units of production, which is often largely passed on to consumers in the form
of higher goods prices, depending on the market structure; but (b)
the firms are given most of the EUAs for free. In other words, marginal costs of production on all units increase, because firms need to
retire a permit for every unit of production. However, firms (a) pass
the cost increase onto consumers in the form of higher prices, and (b)
they are compensated by government for the cost increase by being
granted permits – which are a substantial financial asset – for free.54
Thus, the EU ETS has created large-scale wealth transfers from
53
Cameron Hepburn, Michael Grubb,Karsten Neuhoff,Felix
Matthes, and Max Tse., ‘Auctioning of EU ETS Phase II allowances:
how and why?’ Climate Policy, 6:1 (2006), 135–158.
54
See Robin Smale, Murray Hartley, Cameron Hepburn, John Ward,
and Michael Grubb, ‘The impact of CO2 emissions trading on firm profits
and market prices’, Climate Policy, 6:1 (2006), 31–48 and Cameron
Hepburn, John K.-H. Quah, Robert A. Ritz. ‘Emissions trading and
profit-neutral grandfathering’, Economics Papers 2008-W12, Economics
Group, Nuffield College, University of Oxford.
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taxpayers to firms, who have reaped substantial windfall profits.
Rather than support suppliers, customers, or employees, these windfalls have largely been retained by shareholders, who are wealthier
than the average taxpayer. The consequence is that it seems almost
certain that the EU ETS has been significantly regressive.
Similarly, in the USA, Parry argues that the free allocation of
permits to industry would be regressive, redistributing income
from poorer to richer households.55
The conclusion is that climate-change policies are likely to create
regressive impacts without other compensatory measures, and the
EU ETS is certainly no exception so far. However, the design of
the EU ETS has been improving as policymakers have learned
from their mistakes. For instance, in the third phase of the system
(2013–2020), the cap is much tighter (at least 20% and possibly
30% reductions from 1990 levels), and the proportion of EUAs sold
at auction will increase substantially. However, even with these
effects, it would seem that the EU ETS is likely to remain a regressive
way of reducing emissions, at least until 2020. A policy that puts a
price on emissions will only be progressive if it also raises significant
amounts of government revenue to compensate low-income households. As this has apparently been too difficult for politicians to
achieve so far, we conclude that emissions trading as currently
implemented has had negative consequences for distributive justice.
6. The effectiveness of cap-and-trade
The effectiveness of any climate-change policy is also an ethical matter.
If climate policies are not able to reduce emissions at the appropriate
rate and scale, the risks imposed upon future generations would
likely be considered to contravene intergenerational justice. Previous
experience with cap-and-trade systems has shown that such systems
can make significant contributions to environmental protection, provided that they are designed and implemented correctly.
6.1 Is cap-and-trade politically feasible?
One critically important question to ask of any proposed climate
policy is whether it is actually politically feasible. Over the last 40
55

Ian W H Parry, 2004. Are emission permits regressive? Journal of
Environmental Economics and Management, 47:2, 364–387.
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years, climate-change policies have proven extremely difficult to put
in place. Because these policies provide a global public good, every
country, particularly smaller countries, have an incentive to freeride on others’ efforts. Furthermore, achieving domestic political
agreement on tackling climate change is challenging because there
are many powerful losers and relatively few winners (unless other
nations take similar action). Furthermore, the science continues to
have important uncertainties, and the costs are incurred now while
the benefits accrue decades and centuries into the future. Given
these perspectives, instead of asking ‘why has so little been
achieved?’56 some sceptical economists often find it remarkable that
any action has occurred at all, and consider the real puzzle to be
why anything at all has been achieved.57
Cap-and-trade systems have the virtue that they are almost the only
deliberate climate-change policy to actually reduce emissions to any
significant degree so far.58 Half of the European economy is subject
to the EU ETS, with a revealed price of around €10–20/tCO2, significantly higher than any other serious direct price signal elsewhere
in the world. Other cap-and-trade schemes include the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative in the north-eastern USA, the Western
Climate Initiative in several western USA states and Canadian provinces, and those adopted in the Australian state of New South
Wales, Switzerland, Norway, Japan, New Zealand. As noted above,
both China and India have also recently announced that they will
be implementing cap-and-trade systems to reduce their absolute
level of emissions.
The reason why some states and regions have been able to put a price
on greenhouse gas emissions with emissions trading, whereas efforts to
date with carbon taxes have not been as successful, is that cap-and-trade
systems are able to garner political support from a wide spectrum of relevant actors. Environmentalists have supported cap-and-trade systems
because the cap on emissions, which gets tighter over time, is the best
method of securing a good environmental outcome. Industry has
56
Dieter Helm, 2010. ‘Climate-change policy: why has so little been
achieved?’ in Dieter Helm and Cameron Hepburn. (eds) The Economics
and Politics of Climate Change. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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Scott Barrett. 2003. Environment and Statecraft, Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
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supported cap-and-trade ahead of direct regulation because it is cheaper
and minimises the costs of compliance, and industry prefers cap-andtrade to taxes because, as discussed above, cap-and-trade allows a proportion of allowances to be given to firms for free. Finally, cap-andtrade systems have a natural constituency once they are up and
running. The industrial firms which own the permits will see the
value of that asset increase as the cap is tightened. Financial firms
who trade the asset also have an interest in rising carbon prices.
Unlike a carbon tax, where there is no strong constituent to support
them, cap-and-trade systems have, rightly or wrongly, found support
across a cross-section of environmentalists and business that make
them more politically feasible.
6.2 Defining effectiveness
Only once a system has been implemented can its effectiveness be
assessed. The effectiveness of emissions trading depends on the question which it is intended to answer. Is emissions trading intended to
deliver global emission reductions of over 50% by 2050, without other
policy interventions? Or is emissions trading intended to be part of a
package of climate policies, so that its effectiveness is measured by
whether it has made a sufficiently substantial contribution to reducing emissions?
In addition to measuring effectiveness of emissions trading according to the appropriate objective, effectiveness must also be measured
by reference to a ‘counterfactual’, namely a baseline scenario describing what would have happened if the emissions trading scheme had
not been introduced. Emissions trading can guarantee a specific
limit on emissions, but it cannot guarantee a specific reduction in emissions compared to business-as-usual, because business-as-usual emissions are uncertain. For instance, a given emissions target might be
achieved not because of emissions trading, but because of a severe
economic recession which caused a fall in business-as-usual emissions. In a recession, economic activity falls and emissions fall, so
the demand for permits could fall to the extent that the permit
price could end up at zero. In such circumstances, it would be difficult to conclude that the ETS is working to reduce emissions. In contrast, if the price of emissions allowances is positive, then it follows
that emissions trading is probably reducing emissions. The higher
the allowance price, the greater the relative impact of the emissions
trading scheme, and the lower the relative contribution of businessas-usual changes to reducing emissions.
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6.3 Has cap-and-trade reduced emissions?
Cap-and-trade systems have been successfully used in the United
States to phase out leaded gasoline in the 1980s,59 reduce sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions from power
plants from 1995 onwards,60 and the phase-out of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs).61 The leaded gasoline programme achieved environmental targets with an estimated cost saving of $250 million per
annum.62 The SO2 programme also achieved environmental
targets, saving $1 billion per annum compared with the estimated
costs of other regulatory approaches.63
The fact that a particular policy intervention has worked for one
environmental problem does not imply that it will necessarily work
for others. Climate change is a particularly vexing environmental
challenge because it is international, intergenerational, based on
complex and uncertain science, and involves almost every aspect of
production and consumption around the world. Many economists
express the view that emissions trading (or some other form of emissions pricing, such as international carbon taxes) is a necessary but
not sufficient component of overall climate-change policy. Other policies are needed because of the presence of multiple ‘market failures’.
The most significant experiment with cap-and-trade systems for
greenhouse gases to date began with the launch of the EU ETS in
2005. In the first phase of the scheme, from 2005–2007, carbon
prices rose to highs of above €30/tCO2 and then crashed to near
zero for most of 2007. Zero prices arose when it became clear in the
59
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third and final year of the phase that that aggregate emissions were
well below the number of allowances issued. This surplus of allowances implied that they were worthless. The period of zero prices in
2007 was problematic for several reasons; most importantly the incentive to continue reducing emissions was dramatically weakened.
The price collapse was caused by a combination of two things.
First, firms actually reduced their emissions in the first two years
of the phase, motivated by high prices in the 2005 and 2006 period,
so that they didn’t need as many allowances in 2007. Second, regulators handed out too many EUAs in the first place, as a result of uncertainty about business-as-usual emissions and sustained lobbying
by individual firms and EU Member States for additional allowances.
What is the overall balance between these two considerations?
Ellerman and Buchner review the EU ETS over 2005 and 2006,
when emissions were 60 million tonnes (or 3 per cent) below the allocation levels.64 After a careful econometric analysis, they conclude
that, although there is considerable uncertainty, emissions were probably reduced compared to business-as-usual by 50 to 100 million
tCO2 in each of those two years by the EU ETS, amounting to
several percent of total emissions in the scheme. This is a considerable
achievement; by comparison, the entire UK economy (which is partially covered by the EU ETS) emits around 500 million tCO2 in any
given year. This suggests that, even with the manifest design flaws in
the first phase of the EU ETS, and in a system that had zero prices for
a considerable period, significant reductions in emissions compared
were achieved compared to business-as-usual.
More recent analysis supports this view. Anderson and di Maria
(2010) find that over the three trading years of the pilot phase from
2005–2007, total abatement was 247 million tonnes, or just over 80
million tonnes per year.65 Consistently, a separate study by Delarue
et al. (2008) found reductions in the power sector alone of 30–60
million tonnes in 2005 and 20–35 million tonnes in 2006.66
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Indeed, even though the price in the first Phase (from 2005–2007)
ultimately did fall to zero, Ellerman and Buchner (2008) point out
that it is unsurprising that emissions were reduced given the following three observations:67
1.

The price of EUAs was positive and significant during the
2005–2006 period, providing firms with an incentive to
reduce emissions;
Real output in the EU rose over those two years, and improvements in CO2 intensity had been declining which implies a
baseline of increasing CO2 emissions prior to 2005; and
Historical emissions data indicate a reduction in absolute emissions over the relevant period, allowing for plausible bias.

2.
3.

6.4 Will cap-and-trade reduce emissions in future?
Even if the EU ETS has been successful at reducing emissions to
date, it must do so at much greater scale in the future if it is to
provide a policy response commensurate with the scale of the challenge. There have been several changes in the design of the EU
ETS between Phase 1 and the current Phase 2 (from 2008–2012),
with further improvements in place for Phase 3 (from 2013–2020).
Current allowance prices are around €10–20/tCO2, significantly
higher than any economy-wide carbon tax, and market participants
who publish forecasts of future prices expect prices to increase substantially over the coming years. To some extent, companies take
these future prices into account when making their investment
decisions.
Some of the more significant changes since Phase 1 have been as
follows:
–

The EU commission has been more resistant to lobbying by
firms, and has insisted on greater cuts in emissions than requested by EU Member States and their firms;
A higher proportion of EU allowances (EUAs) are being auctioned to firms rather than given away for free;
Banking of allowances is possible from Phase 2 to Phase 3. This
promotes confidence that carbon market prices will not fall to
zero. Indeed, prices were positive even during the recent

–
–

Denny Ellerman, and Barbara Buchner. ‘Over-Allocation or
Abatement? A Preliminary Analysis of the EU ETS Based on the
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financial crises and recession, which reduced output and baseline emissions. This is because the market price reflects the
effort required by market participants to achieve the agreed
emission reductions through to 2020.
These changes suggest that emission reductions created through the
2008–2012 phase are likely to be significantly greater than those in the
so-called ‘learning’ phase from 2005–2007. Furthermore, emissions
reductions in the 2013–2020 phase will take the European economy
substantially below business-as-usual, and indeed 20–30% below
emissions in 1990.
7. Conclusion
Cap-and-trade systems for greenhouse gas emissions have been put in
place in several countries over the last decade. While the evidence so
far suggests that they have been successful in reducing emissions,
they have been subject to increasing criticism by climate-change
sceptics. Over the course of 2010, they were also tarred with the
same brush of dissatisfaction addressed towards the United Nations
negotiations, which failed to deliver a binding agreement at the international conference in Copenhagen in December 2009, but which
appears to have achieved greater progress at Cancún in December
2010. In this paper we hope to have identified key ethical criteria
by which one can evaluate such schemes. More specifically, we
have defended four conclusions.
First, we have noted in their favour that emissions trading schemes
may minimize waste and recognize person’ interest in liberty.
Second, we have provided a taxonomy of ethical objections to the
market. Drawing on this we have examined five different attempts to
show that emissions trading schemes are inherently unethical and
have found each of these attempts wanting. Emissions trading
schemes, so we have argued, are not committed to either ‘ownership’
rights or unacceptable ‘use rights’ over the atmosphere as a whole
and are compatible with an ideal of environmental stewardship
(Argument A). In addition to this, while the Collective Sacrifice
Argument has force in some contexts, we have no reason to apply it
to this particular context (Argument B). A third argument – that one
may restrict emissions trading in order to protect the vulnerable –
can take two forms, but neither rule out emissions trading entirely
(Argument C). Such arguments (in particular what we termed the
Unreliable Trustees Argument) draw our attention to the important
issues of who should possess the legal rights to emit greenhouse
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gases and how one can best ensure that the permits (or the revenues of
auctions) should reach the people entitled to them. Such concerns do
not, however, undermine many emissions trading schemes
(Argument D). Finally, we have argued that emissions trading
schemes do not elide the distinction between a ‘fee’ and ‘fine’
(Argument E). Emissions trading schemes are, thus, not in principle
objectionable.
Having considered these five root-and-branch critiques of emissions trading we then turned to two other criteria relevant to the
evaluation of emissions trading schemes. The first critical issue is
the effect of emissions trading schemes on the distribution of
wealth. This takes us to our third conclusion which is that while
cap-and-trade systems are not intrinsically unethical, they (like
other policies that put a price on greenhouse gas emissions) are
likely to hit poorer households harder than richer households, with
unwelcome implications for distributional justice. The current EU
ETS puts a price on pollution without providing adequate compensation for poor households and, as a result, it has had a greater impact
on the poor relative to the rich. This is not a necessary outcome,68 and
in principle it is possible to design an ETS so that the revenues from
auctioning permits are used to produce a progressive result. Indeed,
companies in the EU ETS will have to pay for a greater proportion of
their allowances over time, so there is some possibility that this
problem will be resolved as the ETS matures. That said, it is unlikely
that the EU ETS will be progressive for at least another decade.
This leaves the final crucial consideration, namely ‘are emissions
trading schemes an effective means of mitigating climate change?’.
Our conclusion here is that a careful analysis of cap-and-trade
systems shows that they are more effective at reducing emissions
than many of their critics appear to believe. As noted above, even
in the 2005–2007 learning phase of the EU ETS, discredited as
having ‘failed’ by some critics, it is estimated that 50–100 million
tonnes of CO2 a year were reduced compared to business-as-usual.
The current phase (2008–2012) of the EU ETS will deliver greater
reductions, notwithstanding the recession, and the reductions delivered in the next phase (2013–2020) depend upon whether the EU
commits to a 20% or a 30% target in the course of the next year or so.
Given the moral virtues of cap-and-trade systems and the absence
of compelling moral objections relative to other policy possibilities,
68
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we conclude that emissions trading remains a valuable policy tool
with which to address climate change. Carbon taxes have some
advantages over cap-and-trade,69 but in other ways are worse, not
least in the fact that they provide no guarantee of environmental outcomes, and are significantly more difficult to establish politically.
Indeed, carbon taxes are likely to continue to be politically difficult,
especially in the USA, to implement and maintain at a level that will
achieve reductions in emissions at the necessary rate to provide a just
outcome for future generations. Direct regulation is inferior to an
ETS or a carbon tax because it increases costs of compliance, increases wastage and reduces liberty of individuals and companies to
adapt to a low-carbon economy in the manner most suitable to
them. In an ETS, the possibility of trade minimises waste, the cap
ensures environmental integrity over time, potentially according to
a gradual ‘contraction and convergence’ pathway,70 and the allocation
of the permits determines the distributive justice (and political
success). None of this is to suggest that a single cap-and-trade
system would alone be an adequate response to climate change.
Nevertheless, it is a morally valuable, rather than a morally suspect,
contribution to moving at speed and at scale to the low-carbon
economy required for humans to continue to flourish on Earth into
the next century and beyond.
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